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Abstract—This paper proposes a force/torque sensor
structure that can be easily integrated with a flexible
manipulator structure. The sensor’s ring-like structure with its
hollow inner section provides ample space for auxiliary
components, such as cables and tubes, to be passed through and,
hence, is very suitable for integration with tendon-driven and
fluid-actuated manipulators. The sensor structure can also
accommodate the wiring for a distributed sensor system as well
as for diagnostic instruments that may be incorporated in the
manipulator. Employing a sensing approach based on optical
fibers as done here allows for the creation of sensors that are
free of electrical currents at the point of sensing and immune to
magnetic fields. These sensors are inherently safe when used in
the close vicinity of humans and their measuring performance is
not impaired when they are operated in or nearby machines
such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scanners. This type
of sensor concept is particularly suitable for inclusion in
instruments and robotic tools for minimally invasive surgery
(MIS). The paper summarizes the design, integration challenges
and calibration of the proposed optical three-axis force sensor.
The experimental results confirm the effectiveness of our optical
sensing approach and show that after calibrating its stiffness
matrix, force and momentum components can be determined
accurately.

I. INTRODUCTION
Force/torque sensor development and integration is an
important element in the process of creating flexible robot
structures. Such sensors provide a useful means of measuring
the forces and moments imparted on the robot structure –
especially important where robot arms operate in the close
vicinity of humans, as is the case in robot-assisted minimally
invasive surgery (RMIS). Equipping a robot arm with
force/torque sensors ensures the arm’s efficient steering and
control and prevents the application of excessive forces in the
restrictive surgical environment. In order to overcome the
shortcomings of conventional medical devices and recently
emerging surgical robots, in particular those that are
composed of rigid links, researchers have started developing
flexible manipulators. Taylor and Choset developed

dexterous, flexible snake-like manipulators that can provide
relatively high dexterity or mobility in confined spaces that
may not be easily reached by the traditional class of robotic
instruments (Amir Degani et al., 2006; Takeyoshi Ota al.,
2008; Simaan et al., 2009; Alexander et al., 2008) [1-4].
Webster III et al., developed active cannula manipulators
which are a new class of thin, dexterous continuum robots,
capable of accessing narrow openings such as the throat and
lung (D. C. Rucker et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2009) [5-8].
Yang et al, developed an articulated universal joint-based
flexible manipulator by locating the actuators at the distal tip
and embedding a micro motor. This system improves access
and distal dexterity, it can operate along curved instrument
pathways and enhances manipulation accuracy and stability
(Shang et al., 2010) [9-11]. Dankelman et al. developed
flexible manipulators which can control rigidity or an aiding
shaft with controllable rigidity in or around the medical
device. The shaft can be changed from rigid to compliant as
appropriate for each phase of the intervention (Arjo et al.,
2010) [12]. Setapen developed a flexible manipulator which
can change its stiffness and is capable of dexterous precise
motion control using cables (Cheng et al. 2012) [13].
However, most of these recently developed surgical robotic
devices do not incorporate sensors capable of providing
information about the devices’ physical interactions with the
environment.
In this paper, drawing from our expertise in optic fiber
sensing [14-18] we present an integrated sensing solution
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TABLE I. MEASURABLE RANGE OF FORCE FZ, AND MOMENTS MX AND MY
Sensor structure size,
Force and Moment ranges
height H and diameter D
Fz
+/- 3N
H = 14 mm
Mx
+/-3.0 Ncm
D = 30 mm
My
+/-3.0 Ncm

which allows flexible robot arms to perceive their physical
interactions with the environment by measuring force and
torque applied to the robot’s body.
In contrast to other sensing methods, optic fiber based
sensing has a number of advantages: it is safe (no electrical
currents at the point of measurement); can be miniaturized; it
is extendable, that is light information can be transmitted over
large distances; it is low-cost, and last but not least it is
magnetic resonance compatible which means that it can be
used during minimally invasive surgery performed in a
magnetic resonance scanner [16,19]. One example of an MRI
compatible force/torque sensor was developed by Monfaredi
et al. [20] using FBG (Fiber-Bragg-Grating) sensors. This has
two degrees of freedom and is designed for use in MRI-guided
prostate interventions.

In this paper, we instead exploit the principle of light
intensity modulation (LIM) in optic fibers. A ring-shaped
multi-axis force sensor (as shown in Figures 1 to 3) is designed
and implemented allowing to measure force Fz (force applied
perpendicular to the sensor structure), torque My (torque
around the y axis) and torque Mx (torque around the x axis)
(Figure 2). The sensor’s structure is designed to fit in the
structure of cylindrically-shaped robot arms. It is noted that
the sensor concept is generic, can be employed in a range of
cylindrical robot arms and it is capable of measuring forces
and moments transmitted between adjacent links.
We explain the design and calibration of this multi-DOF
force/torque sensor with its ring-like structure and its hollow
inner section which provides ample space for auxiliary
components. Our method will be applied to the STIFF-FLOP
arm which represents a prime example of a flexible
manipulator [21-24]. In addition, we obtain the sensor’s
stiffness matrix from our experimental study, and validate the
obtained stiffness matrix. Our study also evaluates various
properties such as error measurement, repeatability,
hysteresis, and crosstalk.
II. DESIGN METHODS AND FABRICATION
A. Design Considerations
To be useful in robotic surgery, the multi-axial force sensor
should satisfy several conditions:
1) It should be capable of measuring forces and moments in
a range suitable for the application: based on the following
papers [25-27], the measurable range of the force applied by
robotic surgical systems ranges from 0 to 21N.
2) It should be miniaturisable: sensor structure (diameter)
should be less than 15 mm for current commercialized
trocars.
3) It should be easily adaptable and able to be conceptually
integrated with a wide range of robot arms
4) It should affect the robot structure as little as possible
and provide space for necessary tubes and cables for other
functions, including actuation, sensing, attached tool
actuation, and
5) It should be MRI compatible.
In this paper, to prove the efficiency of our proposed

three-axis force sensor for flexible manipulators, we designed
the first prototype with a measurement range and size as
shown in Table 1.
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B. Configuration of Optical Multi Axis Force Sensor
The structure of the proposed three-axis force sensor is
shown in Figures 1 to 3. The sensor uses quarter-millimeter
diameter optical fibers (SH1001-1.0 from LasIRvis Co. Ltd,
wave length: red 4-element LED (wavelength 630nm), outer
diameter of jacket: 1.0 mm); mirrors are incorporated in the
structure to act as reflective surfaces; a flexible ring-like
structure made of ABS plastic using rapid prototyping is
created deforming in response to force component Fz and the
two moment components, Mx and My [15, 23]. In order to
measure these three force and moment components, at least
three flexures (cantilever arms) are required, as illustrated in
Figure 2. In order to measure the three components of the
force and the moments, the three deflections δ1, δ2, and δ3 of
the sensor’s structure are measured by way of three pairs of
optical fibers. The components, are symmetrically located at
120° at the same radial distance (Figure 1 and 5). The three
pairs of optical fibers are fixed into the three elliptical parts of
the sensor structure, as shown in Figure 5 (transparent blue
color of upper image). The three pairs of optical fibers can
also be fixed alternately into the other three white elliptical
parts.
In each fiber pair, one fiber emits light, while the other one
receives light via the reflective surface on the corresponding
fixture: the light intensity of the reflected light is modulated
by the applied forces and moments displacing the fixture and,
in turn, the reflective surface (Figures 1 and 3). Fibers are
arranged as follows: the tips of the transmitting and receiving
fibers are positioned inside the sensor structure in a way that
optimizes the light transmission via the reflective surface.
The measured light intensity is a function of three parameters,
distance d, angle a, and gap g (Figure 3).
The receiving fibers’ proximal ends are connected to
KEYENCE™ Digital Fiber Sensors FS-N11MN converting
the amount of reflective light into voltage (Figure 3). When
external forces and moments are applied to the upper plate,
the three associated cantilever arms will be deflected (Figure
2). The three corresponding receiving fibers allow measuring
the resultant cantilever arm deflections (δ1, δ2, and δ3)
between the upper plate and the bottom plate (Figure 2). The
deflections δ1, δ2, and δ3 can be determined from the output
voltages that represent the light intensity emitted from the
receiving fibers.
In order to anchor the force sensor to the structure of the
associated manipulator arm, a click-on mechanism is adopted,
as shown in Figures 1 and 4. The ring-like hollow sensor
structure allows the passing-through of optical fibers as well
as of other wirings and tubings between the different
segments of the robot.
C. Optical Fiber Optimization, Modeling and Simulation of
Sensor Structure
The structure of our ring-shaped multi-axis force sensor
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with its three cantilever arms is shown in Figures 2 (right) and
5. When a load is applied to the upper plate of the sensor
structure three apparent force components (Fz, Mx and My) are
experienced at the three cantilevers in the form of force
components f1, f2, and f3 (Figure 2). The three transmitted
forces cause each of the three cantilever beams to deflect (δ1,
δ2, and δ3). The transmitted forces f1, f2, and f3 can be
calculated by multiplying spring coefficient (k1, k2, and k3)
and the deflections (δ1, δ2, and δ3) of the three cantilever arms:

f 1  k1 1
f 2  k 2 2
f 3  k 3 3

(1)
(2)
(3)

Employing standard models describing the behavior of
material under strain [28], the deflection of the cantilever arm
is calculated as follows (Figure 5):

bh 3
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k
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L3

(4)
(5)

(6)

where spring coefficient k is a function of the distance away
from the hinge, L, the modulus of elasticity, E, the moment
of inertia, I, the width of arm’ section, b, the section of arm’
section, h.
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When an amount of external force and moments are
applied to the upper plate as shown in Figures 2 and 5, force
Fz and moment components Mx and My can be calculated by
substituting force components f1, f2, and f3 into the following
set of equations:

Fz  f1  f 2  f 3

(7)

M x  F  l  sin   L1y  f1  L2 y  f2  L3 y  f3

(8)

M y  F  l  cos  L1x  f1  L2 x  f 2  L3 x  f 3

(9)
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The deflections of the three cantilever arms are represented
in turn by the output voltages (v1, v2, and v3) of the three fiber
pairs, and the forces are computed as follows:
4.5

f 1  k1 1  m1v1
f 2  k 2  2  m2 v 2
f 3  k 3 3  m3 v3

(10)
(11)
(12)

where, m1, m2, and m3 are obtained by means of calibration.
Finally, from Eqs. 10-12, external force Fz and two moment
components Mx and My can be calculated from f1, f2 and f3, and
stiffness matrix k can be obtained as follows:

 Fz 
m2
m3   v1 
 m1
 

   (13)
 M x   k  v   m1L1 y  m2 L2 y m3 L3 y   v2 
M y 
m1 L1x  m2 L2 x  m3 L3 x  v3 
 
1) Optimization of Characteristic curves on a pair of
optical fibers
In order to develop an optical based force/torque sensor,
the following key points should be considered: (1) relatively
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Figure 10. Characteristic curve of output voltage of optical fiber in case of
a = 30and changing g

small deformations resulting from externally applied forces
and moments should produce large voltage changes at the
KEYENCE™ Digital Fiber Sensor to achieve a large
measurement range, and (2) the measured voltage values
should ideally vary linearly as a function of the distance
between the optical fiber tips and the corresponding reflective
surface (mirror) across the measurement range.
Depending on (i) the distance d between the mirror and the
pair of fibers, (ii) the orientation angle a between the two
optical fibers, and (iii) the gap g between the fibers (Figure 3
and 6), the characteristic curve between the output voltage of
the optical fiber and distance d was found to be as shown in
Figures 8 to 10. In order to satisfy the two key points for the
development of the three-axis force sensor (as outlined
above), a set of experiments were carried out to find the best
angle a, gab g, distance d using a testing device. This fiber
adjustment device consists of a linear guide, a rotational unit,
a mirror, a linear guide, and an actuator, as shown in Figures 6
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gap g, the output voltage of the optical fiber demonstrated a
sharp nearly linear change in the vicinity of the mirror. As
shown in Figures 9 and 10, when angles a, and gaps g are
adjusted, the output voltage of the optical fiber changes from
1 to 5V. We observe that smaller gaps g accompanied with
larger values of angles a result in an improved linearity in the
voltage-distance profile. Note that in Figure 10, the voltage
change was not observed at a distance of 0.5mm with respect
to the mirror, since the recorded output voltage was in the
saturated region for this case. From the results of the
experiments, the design of the three-axis force sensor can be
attempted. In order to satisfy the two key points of the force
sensor development (as outlined above in the optimization of
characteristic curves on a pair of optical fibers), the
characteristic curve g = 1mm and a = 15 (orange curve) can
be used as shown in Figure 9 providing sufficient linearity
and producing a 3V change in response to a change of
distance of d of 0.3mm. Although the other characteristic
curves also provide good opportunities for the design, they
are highly non-linear, and are too steep with respect to tiny
cantilever deformation, causing the output voltage to be
saturated easily.
2) Model and Simulation for Sensor Structure
Depending on the measurement range of the force and
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and 7. The device allows varying angle a, gap g, and distance
d (Figure 7). Whilst varying the three parameters, the⑤
output
voltages of the Keyence sensors are recorded by
Analog-Digital Convertors (ADCs). By conducting a set of
experiments and adjusting the parameters over their
respective ranges, a ϵ {0°, 15°, 30°}, g ϵ {0, 1, 2, 3mm} and
0.5mm≤d≤4.5mm, the characteristic curves for the
fiber-based sensors can be determined. For the first
experiments a was kept constant at 0°. Figure 8 shows
profiles of output voltage versus the distance to the mirror
when a = 0°, and at three different gaps g. It can be seen that
in the vicinity of the mirror, the output voltage of the optical
fiber suddenly changes from 1V to 5V. For smaller values of
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TABLE II. EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATION OF THE APPLIED LOADS FOR
CALIBRATION

Positions on calibration
base (see Fig. 14)
①
②
③
④
⑤

Force and Moment
component
Fz
Fz M y
Fz M y
Fz M x
Fz M x

Force ranges
0 to -3N
-0.7 to 0 N 0 to 3.15Ncm
-0.7 to 0 N -3.15 to 0Ncm
-0.7 to 0 N -3.15 to 0Ncm
-0.7 to 0 N 0 to 3.15Ncm

moments, the sensor structure can be designed by choosing
design variables L, E, I, b, and h as shown in Eqs. 4 to 6 and
Figure 5.
When an amount of external force is applied to the upper
plate as shown in Figure 2, each of the three cantilever arm
deflections should not exceed Δd = 0.3mm (Figure 9) because
the output voltage of the pair of optical fibers has good
linearity and sensitivity within this distance change. In
addition, force and moment components have positive and
negative values, so the default output voltage of a pair of
optical fibers (no force applied) should be in the middle of the
voltage range corresponding to the mid-position of Δd ϵ
[-0.15mm to +0.15mm] (Figure 9).
In order to determine whether the required force range for
our structure can be achieved, we have performed a detailed
FEA analysis. Figures 11 to 13 show the results of the FEA
simulation using SolidWorks Simulation tool. The cantilever
arm deflections were constrained not to exceed the range of
Δd. The simulated sensor structure is then found to deform as
required in response to the applied forces within the force
measurement range shown in Table 1. The values associated
with material properties in this simulation were set at: tensile
modulus of 1283000000 N/m2, mass density of 1020 kg/m3,
tensile strength of 42400000 N/m2; these assumptions were
based on information provided by the manufacturer of the
rapid prototyping machine, PROJET VisiJet ○R EX200, 3D
SYSTEM Co., Ltd, used.
III. SENSOR CALIBRATION
A. Setup for Calibration Experiments
In order to use a fabricated sensor prototype as a force
sensor, calibration is required. The calibration process is
needed to obtain the relationship between the set of the three
output voltages acquired from the three pairs of optical fibers
using the KEYENCE™ Digital Fiber Sensor, and the actual
force and moment components (Fz, Mx, My) applied to the
sensor. We have designed and built a calibration device and
calculated the stiffness matrix from the calibration data as
described below.

between output voltages from the optical fiber and the
physical loads.
2) Calibration for Fz, Mx, and My
In the first instance, a set of loads (0 N to -3 N in steps of
-0.5N) were mounted onto the sensor calibration base; then
the loads were removed again in steps of -0.5N from point ①
(see Figure 14, and Table 2). The characteristic curve
showing the relationship between the loads in z direction (Fz)
and the output voltages from the fibers of the force sensor
were recorded. This loading and unloading process was
repeated three times. The characteristic curves were obtained
(Figure 16). It can be seen that the characteristic curves are
approximately linear.
Similar experiments were conducted to calibrate the force
and moment (Fz Mx) and (Fz My) respectively. As part of the
calibration experiments weights were added to and removed
from points (④, ⑤) and (②, ③) of the calibration device in
increments of (-0.1N, ±0.45Ncm) in the range of (0N, 0Ncm)
to (-0.7N, ±3.15Ncm) to calculate (Fz Mx) and (Fz My),
respectively (see Figure 14 and Table 2). Each
loading/unloading cycle was repeated 3 times. The
characteristic curves were plotted for all the conducted
calibration experiments (see Figure 17 (Fz Mx) and Figure 18
(Fz My) respectively).
B. Calculation of stiffness matrix by multiple linear
regression
All multi-axis sensors have a degree of cross coupling, a
condition where the load on one axis produces a change in
output on other axes. Here, each optical fiber sensor is
individually calibrated with loads on each axis. The
calibration data is used to generate a calibration and stiffness
matrix which in turn is used to convert the output voltages to
force and moment loading data. The three-by-three stiffness
matrix is multiplied by the three-element voltage vector
(column) to obtain the calibrated, decoupled output:
 Stiffness   Sensor   Force 
Coefficien t   Output    and  ,

 
 

 Matrix   Volts   Moments 

(14)

1) Calibration device
The calibration device consists of a sensor calibration base,
a sensor base, a load fixture and a sensor fixture. The
developed three-axis force sensor was mounted on the sensor
fixture, while the sensor calibration base is mounted on the
load fixture, as shown in Figures 14 and 15. The sensor
calibration base can exert three conditions of the force and
moments for the calibration as followed: 1) only Fz: ①, 2) Fz
and Mx (expressed as (Fz Mx)): ④ or ⑤ , 3) Fz and My
(expressed as (Fz My)): ② or ③. It is noted that cases 2) or 3)
always involve a combination of force and moments. This
calibration device calibrates the sensor as well as allowing the
evaluation of its properties such as cross-talk, hysteresis,
repeatability and error. This calibration device uses an
analogue-digital convertor (ADC) and associated software to
obtain the characteristic curves describing the relationship

 k1,1

k 2,1
 k 3,1

k1, 2
k 2, 2
k 3, 2

k1,3   v1   Fz 

k 2,3   v 2    Mx  ,
k 3,3  v3   My 

1.704
1.346 
 1.824
K =   1.599 2.630  0.697 .


 2.383  0.488 2.477 

(15)

(16)

Multiple Linear Regression attempts to model the
relationship between two or more independent variables and a
dependent variable by fitting a linear equation to the observed
data [29]. In this implementation, every value of an
independent variable (each value of the output voltage of the
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three pairs of the optical fibers) is associated with a value of
the dependent variables, force Fz and moments Mx, and My.
By applying Multiple Linear Regression with independent
variables v1, v2, and v3 as shown in Figures 16 to 18, the
stiffness matrix has been calculated for Fz, Mx and My. As
shown in Equations 14 and 15, from the sensor voltage
samples such as v1, v2, and v3, the estimated Fz, Mx, and My
can be obtained through the calculated decoupling stiffness
matrix.
C. Verification of stiffness matrix and objective evaluation
of our proposed three-axis force sensor
In order to objectively evaluate our proposed three-axis
force sensor, sensor properties such as crosstalk, hysteresis,
repeatability, and error should be examined. For this purpose,

a set of experiments were carried out using the calibration
device shown in Figures 14 and 15. In order to verify our
stiffness matrix and evaluate the sensor properties, the
loading/unloading calibration process, (explained in section 3
A. 2) was performed whilst acquiring voltage samples from
the three pairs of the optical fibers. Subsequently, the
estimated values of Fz, Mx, and My were calculated by
multiplying values of voltage samples and stiffness matrix,
presented in Eq. 16.
The estimated Fz, Mx, and My were compared with the
benchmarks, shown in Figures 19 to 23 and Table 3. It was
observed that My had slightly higher error terms in
comparison with the Fz and Mx (Figures 22, 23 and Table 3).
The results of the repeatability test are presented in Table 4,
where the ability of the force sensor to reproduce the same
condition of the force and of the two moments is
demonstrated. It can be seen that each of the force and
moment components has a repeatability error less than 3.7%.
The result of the hysteresis is shown in Table 4: loads are
applied onto the sensor from zero to the maximum value and
then removed in stages. During one cycle, the sensor’s
characteristic curves exhibit a fairly large hysteresis, as
shown in Figures 19 to 23.
The result of the crosstalk is shown in Table 5. When an
external force is applied, e.g. Fz (force along the z-axis), the
two moments Mx and My should ideally remain zero.
Similarly, if (Fz Mx) is applied on the sensor, My should
ideally remain zero, and if (Fz My) is applied on the sensor,
Mx should remain zero. However, the results from the
crosstalk experiments show that the application of a fully
loaded force Fz or of a force and a moment ((Fz Mx) and (Fz
My)) along one axis influences the other force/moment
readouts, as shown in Figures 19 to 23 and Table 5.
The frequency response is shown in Table 4. Based on the
data sheet of the KEYENCE™ FS-N11MN, the frequency
response of this sensor depends on the chosen light intensity
mode and ranges from 62.5Hz to 1kHz. This range of
frequency response is suitable for the real-time control of the
flexible manipulators.
To evaluate the sensor’s temperature dependency, the
temperature was swept from 30°C to 50°C, measured using a
digital thermometer over 23 minutes. The temperature data
was synchronized with voltage information provided by the
KEYENCE™ Fiber Optic Sensor. Table 6 shows the output
voltage measured at three temperatures in the range.
Although the output voltage of the pair of optical fibers
slowly drifts as the temperature changes, the average change
of the output voltage of the Fiber Optic Sensor is around
0.03V, causing the force/moment components’ errors to be
around ΔFz: 0.146 N (4.87%), ΔMx: 0.010 Ncm (0.32%), and
ΔMy: 0.011 Ncm(0.35%).
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have presented an optics based three-axis
force sensor which is capable of measuring externally applied
forces and moments and which is particularly suited for
integration with a flexible manipulator physically interacting
with the environment. We have demonstrated that the design
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characteristic curves Fz and (Fz Mx) are fairly linear. The
characteristic curve (Fz My) is not as linear as desired (Figure
18), which results in the maximum errors of the Fz and Mx
being less than My, as shown in Table 3. In addition, the use of
Multiple Linear Regression cannot cope with the
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of the sensor structure enables multi axis sensing in a
multi-segment flexible manipulator and we have optimized
the main parameters of the sensor structure including distance
d (between fiber tips and the mirror), angle a (adjustment
between fibers), and gap g (between the fibers) in order to
obtain an optimized sensing range. In addition, we proposed
how to calibrate and calculate a stiffness matrix for a reliable
force prediction by applying the multiple linear regression
method. Finally, we have validated the effectiveness of our
proposed three-axis force sensor through a set of experiments
evaluating its properties such as cross-talk, hysteresis,
repeatability, error, and temperature dependence.
The errors and the cross-talk are associated with
non-linearity, hysteresis, and repeatability. A more close
examination reveals that the characteristic curves are not
absolutely linear. As shown in Figures 16 and 17, the

TABLE III. SENSOR PERFORMANCE PROPERTY: RANGE AND ERROR
Force /
Moment
Fz
Mx
My

Range

Maximum error

+/- 3.0 N
+/- 3.15 Ncm
+/- 3.15 Ncm

0.32 N (10.7%)
0.38 Ncm (12.2% )
0.59 Ncm (18.2%)

TABLE IV. SENSOR PERFORMANCE REPEATABILITY HYSTERESIS AND
FREQUENCY RESPONCY
Force /
Moment
Fz
Mx
My

Repeatability
Error
1.2%
3.7%
3.0%

Hysteresis

Frequency
response

9.8%
10.6%
11.2%

62.5 Hz to
1kHz

TABLE V. SENSOR PERFORMANCE PROPERTY: CROSS-TALK
Force /
Moment
Fz
Mx
My

Fz (%)

(Fz Mx) (%)

(Fz My) (%)

Fz
5.9 %
2.8 %

Fz
Mx
8.0%

Fz
17.2%
My

TABLE VI. SENSOR PERFORMANCE PROPERTY TEMPERATURE
Temperature
(°C)
Keyence sensor
analog output
(V)

30ºC

40 ºC

50 ºC

2.43 V

2.44 V

2.46 V

non-linearity properties mentioned above; this influences the
calibration matrix thus causing the error of the Fz, Mx, and My
to be higher, as summarized in Table 3. In future work, we
will explore the incorporation of nonlinear regression
methods to reduce the errors.
Furthermore, due to the hysteresis, the output voltage
readings of the three fiber pairs obtained from the loading and
unloading processes are not exactly the same (Figures 19 to
23 and Table 4). However, the stiffness matrix is calculated
by using the entire set of voltage readings from both loading
and unloading, causing the errors in values of the Fz, Mx, and
My to be higher. In addition, as shown in Figures 14 and 15,
the sensor calibration base combined with the click-on
mechanism could have slight rotation around the z-axis
during the loading/unloading of weights, causing
inconsistency with the output voltage readings from the three
pairs of the optical fibers shown in Figures 16 to 18. As a
result, this small rotation introduces further errors in the
calibration matrix calculation, and it negatively influences the
repeatability of the sensor.
It should be mentioned that the sensor structure is made of
ABS plastic by PROJET VisiJet○R EX200, 3D SYSTEM Co.,
Ltd., a material which causes the hysteresis to be higher in
comparison with that experienced in metal structures or in
commercial sensors, such as ATI. In the fabrication of future
sensors we plan to use MRI compatible metals to counter the
issue of high hysteresis.
The temperature influences the sensor’s error as shown
above. In a constant temperature environment, temperature
compensation would not be required. However, since the
temperature is changeable in the surgical environment
depending on medical devices, temperature compensation
should be considered in future designs to measure precise
force/torque components.
The sensor presented in this paper is a first prototype
intended to demonstrate the mechanism of force/torque
measurement. In [25-27], the maximum force when using
surgical robots in MIS is shown to range from 0N to 21N, the
value depending on the surgical task. Although our proposed
force sensor cannot measure the maximum force 21N, we will
be able to build sensor structures which can measure the
required force/torque range by choosing design variables L, E
(if we use MRI compatible metals, not ABS plastic), I, b, and h
as shown in Eqs. 4 to 6 and Figure 5,
Regarding the sensor size, the largest size of the trocar’s
diameter is 15mm, and so the maximum allowable sensor size
should be less than 15 mm. The diameter of our force/torque
sensor is around 30 mm, and so the sensor cannot be inserted
into the trocars currently. In future designs, our proposed
force/torque sensor could be miniaturized, again by choosing
design variables L, E (if we use MRI compatible metals, not
ABS plastic), I, b, and h as shown in Eqs. 4 to 6 and Figure 5.
As mentioned above, the errors and the cross-talk are
associated with non-linearity, hysteresis, and repeatability.
The relationship among these parameters will be explored
further to improve the sensor design in future work.
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